The Charles Hutchins Educational Grant,
This grant is given in memory of Dr. Charles Hutchins, past president of the SMTA, educator, mentor, and distinguished industry colleague; to a graduate-level student pursuing a degree and working on thesis research in electronic assembly, electronics packaging, or a related field.

What is the SMTA?
The Surface Mount Technology Association (SMTA) is an international network of professionals who build skills, share practical experience and develop solutions in electronic assembly technologies. Students join for just $20.

The award is presented at SMTA International. Paid travel, hotel, & registration is included. Recipient will receive recognition in the quarterly Journal of Surface Mount Technology, a personalized plaque commemorating the award, and an incredible opportunity to learn from and network with professionals in the electronics assembly industry.

For more info, or to apply: www.smta.org/hutchins/criteria.cfm

Deadline is April 24, 2020

Bridging the gap between academics & industry.

952.920.7682
tamara@smta.org